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Features:

• Audibly and visually warn when 
indoor air isn’t fresh and circulating.  

• Provide safety to students, visitors, 
customers and office workers. 

• Improved compliance with Duty of 
Care regarding safe workplaces.  

• Simple, self-contained, battery 
powered and rechargeable device.

AirSecure Carbon 
Dioxide meter

The CO2WM110 is a semi-professional Carbon Dioxide 
meter that can be set to trigger a warning when 
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) levels exceed safe limits. When 
CO2 builds up, it means there is insufficient fresh air 
flow in a space, and this leads to increased risk of 
Covid-19 transmission. The device gives a visual and 
audible warning when CO2 levels increase over safe 
levels.  

Governments in many states are now recommending 
CO2 monitoring in schools, and businesses are 
installing them to warn employees, customers and 
visitors when a window needs to be opened, or the 
air circulation increased as they are concerned about 
their duty of care.

Prepared yourself & your customers 
for returning to work or school
CO2WM110

Simple & easy to use

Mechanical Security

TRUSTED 
BRAND
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Milesight have a comprehensive range of NDAA (National 
Defence Authorization Act) compliant cameras and NVR’s. 
These products do not use or deploy critical components 
including SoCs (System on Chips) produced by NDAA 
banned component vendors.  

With more and more questions being posed to Security 
Installers in Australia about the security and integrity of 
the products being installed, we have added a specific 
category on our website that lists  the approved Milesight 
products that do not use any components from NDAA 
banned component vendors. 

We will continue to update this category as new Milesight 
NDAA approved products are added to our range. 

One panel for Residential, SMB and Commercial 

• IP /Wi-Fi onboard 
• Plug on 4G module 
• 3 independent Bus lines 
• 8 Zones On-Board, expandable to 512 (256 Wireless) 
• 32 Camera Detectors 
• 32 Partitions 
• 4 Outputs On-Board, expandable to 196
• 500 Users 
• Grade 2 and Grade 3

All New LightSYS+ 
The best of both worlds 

NDAA Compliant  
Video Surveillance  

Electronic Security

Scan me

To find our more about
the LightSYS+ Panel

TRUSTED 
BRAND

COMING SOON
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With the largest range of options & accessories available, custom 
etching or embossing & Australian Standard Certified  
(AUSTRALIAN STANDARD AS4145.4-2002) it’s no wonder the 
ABUS 83/45 & 83/50 are the locksmiths’ padlock of choice. The 
standard applies to padlocks used in conjunction with padlock 
fittings. Requirements that relate to; 

PHYSICAL SECURITY
is classified under 10 levels, based on performance tests that  
simulate attack. The security rating is based on the lowest test 
result achieved.

CORROSION RESISTANCE 
is classified under 5 levels, based on standard accelerated 
corrosion tests.

Your customers can rest easy knowing their ABUS 83/45 and 83/50 
padlocks are Australian Standard Certified, as requested by many 
commercial insurers & Government Depts. Just another reason  
why ABUS is the locksmiths’ padlock of choice. 

BACK TO BASICS
Whether you need Keypads only, Standard BORG locks, 
ECP, Gate locks, Knob, Levers, Key Override, Back to 
Back, Cam locks or adaptor plates, LSC has Australia’s 
largest range of mechanical code locks & components 
to cover your requirements.

Digital Lock
2000 Series

BL2000SC

Digital Lock
5051 Marine Pro Series

BL5051MGPRO

Digital Cam Lock
1706 Series

BL1706SCECPKD

Digital Lock
5701 Series

BL5701SCECP

Industry Proven 
for Reliability
Australia’s most trusted commercial padlock

ABUS 83/45   

Physical Security  
Rating SP6   

Corrosion Resistance 
Rating C4

ABUS 83/50

Physical Security  
Rating SP6

Corrosion Resistance 
Rating C4

Mechanical Security

TRUSTED 
BRAND
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Silca Futura Updates: Never miss a key! 

Make sure you never miss a key, keep your machine right up to date to 
ensure you can cut every possible key that Silca have released cards for. 

Single or multi-year subscriptions are available, and the update process 
just keeps getting simpler. Most machines now ‘self-update’, or you can 
use a USB memory stick and the process just take a few minutes every 
couple of months.  

Subscriptions are available for less than a dollar a day. Ask your account 
manager about multi-year subscriptions as these offer a ‘set-and-forget’ 
option that means you’ll never miss out.  

Designed and engineered for
optimal performance

The dormakaba MS2600 Series Mortice is a heavy duty 
stainless steel mortice lock, designed, engineered and built 
for optimal performance across a full range of applications 
including education, healthcare, office, retail, municipal 
buildings and residential projects.
DKMS2602SSS

BRAVA OL CUPBOARD DOOR LOCK 

BRAVA OL commercial series cupboard lock.

• Supplied less cylinder (8221)
• Locking left or right
• Easily rekeyable via set screw cylinder release mechanism
• Compatible with most restricted keying systems
• Easily convertable to key retain (using BR10361KR)
• 25 mm bolt throw
• Supplied with 2 x spacer
• Supplied with 2 x strikes 6.35 & 12.7 mm
• Supplied with all fixing components
• Finished in satin chrome
BR700LCASC

PRODUCT  
SPOTLIGHT

TRUSTED 
BRAND
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Tech Tip
Cutting mercedes  
IR Keys

Automotive

Defect: The button battery compartment of the product may not be 
adequately secured and the batteries may be easily accessible. 
 
Hazard: If young children gain access to the button batteries and 
ingest them, they may suffer internal burn injuries, which can result in 
serious illness and even death. In addition, the batteries may pose a 
choking hazard to young children. 
 
What to do: Consumers should immediately stop using the product 
and return it to the place of purchase for a full refund. If the product 
has already been disposed of, consumers are asked to notify LSC so 
that the safe disposal of the products can be monitored. 

Contact details: For further information, consumers can contact LSC 
Security Supplies by email at psr@lsc.com.au or via 
https://www.lsc.com.au/contact for more information.

• Retailers who have sold the LSC supplied Chipolo product 
should advertise the recall in their stores, on their websites 
and through their social media channels.

• Where customers are known, retailers should notify those 
customers directly.

Chipolo BluEtooth 
Item finder

See productsafety.gov.au for Australian product recall information

Locksmiths are now servicing Mercedes cars more often as new and better 
solutions come to market. But we often get asked for replacement blades, 
as many aftermarket IR remotes don’t include them (unlike Silca, whose 
IR Remote includes a Silca blade). Silca’s blank HU126T is the perfect 
replacement for the OEM item, either due to loss, damage, or rekey.  

You’ll need a Matrix or similar machine to cut the small ‘notch’, and we 
recommend a 2mm cutter and tracer such as F44 and T44. On the older 
model machines you’ll also need the “M” jigs to hold the blade perfectly, 
newer versions such as the Matrix Pro and EVO don’t require these.  

Sold by LSC Security Solutions between 1 January 2019 and 31 August 2020 

Product safety recall
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Automotive

Focus on Hyundai / 
Kia Genuine OEM Keys 

Hyundai OEM 3 Button Proximity Key

• HITAG3
• 433MHz
• Emergency blade separate
• Proximity smart key
HY95440D3500 

Hyundai OEM 3 Button Flip Key

• TIRIS DST80 ID60-6F
• 433 MHz
• Blade & roll pin sold separate
• Flip bladed
HY95430J9800 

Kia OEM 3 Button Flip Key

• TIRIS DST80 ID60-6F 
• 433MHz
• Blade & roll pin sold separate
• Flip bladed  
K95430P2300 

Hyundai OEM 3 button Proximity Key

• PCF7952X
• 433 MHz
• Blade & roll pin sold separate
HY95440G3100

Kia OEM 3 Button Proximity Key

• HITAG3
• 433MHz
• Emergency blade separate
• Proximity smart key 
K95440C5600 

Kia OEM 3 Button Flip Key

• TIRIS DST80 ID60-6F 
• 433MHz
• Blade & roll pin sold separate
• Flip bladed
K95430D9420 

Hyundai OEM 3 Button Proximity Key

• HITAG3
• 433MHz
• Emergency blade separate
• Proximity smart key 
HY95440D3010 

Kia OEM 3 Button Proximity Key

• HITAG3 
• 433MHz 
• Emergency blade separate 
• Proximity smart key 
K95440D9610 

Assorted OEM emergency  
blade inserts available.

 Visit lsc.com.au to see full range. 

Suit i30 
2016+

Suit Kona  
2017+

Suit Hyundai  
Tucson 2019+

Suit Sorento  
2018+ 

Suit Hyundai 
Tucson 2018+

Suit Sportage 
2018+

Suit Kia Sorrento 
2018 +

Suit Sportage 
2019+

NEW
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Feature

NEW

New from Silca: Taggy Keys. Open, tag, close. 

Available in five colours, in three popular profiles, Silca Taggy 
keys allow a customer to ‘tag’ their key such that there’s no 
confusion about what it opens. Suitable for home, shed, gate, 
garage, holiday-home, padlocks, office, cupboards – the list 
goes on and on.  

Remove keyring clutter and save time, no more guesswork. 
Order similar coloured taggy keys for groups of locks, or 
choose different colours to stand out.  

Ideal for users who struggle with smaller key heads, the 
Taggy key features a large head which the user ‘snaps’ the 
tag into.  End-users are always on the lookout for additional 
identification methods for keys, and Taggy Keys fits that bill 
perfectly.  

Made in Italy, with Silca’s usual high-quality attention to detail. 
The plastic ‘snaps’ solidly into place, and is a special grade 
used in the eyewear industry.  

The first key designed for users to tag themselves,  
and the first key incorporating a key tag.  

TRUSTED 
BRAND
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Features:

• Three Profiles - LW4, LW5 and TE2X

• Five Tag Colours 

• Sold in a packet of 10 

• Pre-assembled to ensure small parts aren’t misplaced 
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When Silca designed the Unocode F-Series, a decision was made: the hardware and engineering would represent the best in the world,  
and no compromise would be accepted.   
 
A common request was to speed up the cutting process. Many customers remembered the Unocode Classic, the machine that defined the category 
and changed the industry. The Unocode F-Series is even faster than that: 

UNOCODE TYPE 

When you combine this performance, with the automation available via the F800 and F900 models, the Unocode F-Series can really streamline your 
business and remove a bottleneck. Most customers don’t calculate how quickly the payback will be – it’s around two or three hours of your labour 
charge out rate per week, or less then 25 restricted keys cut. 

Ask your Account Manager about a finance option, or let us show you how to streamline your masterkeying, save time,  
boost service and free up your team to work on other tasks.  
 

5 pin key cutting 

5 pin key cutting 
Including shield movement

F-Series

9 Seconds

12 Seconds

399EVO 

13 Seconds 

22 Seconds

399/299 

16 Seconds 

25 Seconds

Classic 

10 Seconds 

19 Seconds

ADI LOCK BOLT
The ADI 5004 heavy duty locking bolt is the industry standard. 
Suitable for securing shop fronts, warehouses, hotels, community 
recreation areas, storage facilities and garages 

ADI Lock Bolt 5004 SC

44142000

ADI Lock Bolt 5004 SC Less Barrel Sub Assembled

44142009

ADI Lock Bolt 5004 SC Less Cylinder

44142005

Unocode F-Series: The 
Fastest Unocode Yet 

TRUSTED 
BRAND

TRUSTED 
BRAND

Mechanical Security
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Dynamic Cable Solutions range of security and data cable is new to LSC and has been manufactured and compliance tested to meet Australian 
standards. 
 
The cable is 100% copper and features count down meter marking to ensure you know how much cable is left in your box. 1 - 10 individual markings on 
the sheath assist with easy cable identification. All boxed cable is fitted on a plastic easy pull reel to make your job run smoother. 

Part Code                Description
CMA47020              4 Core 7/0.20 - 300m Box White  
CMA414020             4 Core 14/0.20 - 300m Box White
CMA67020              6 Core 7/0.20 - 300m Box White 
CMA614020            6 Core 14/0.20 - 300m Box White

• Australian Standards    
• AS/CA S008:2020     
• Flame retardancy to AS/NZS IEC 60332.1.    
• Data cable Fluke tested to 90m 

Shielded 2 Pair 8723  Equivalent 
100m Reel, Grey
CM87234C1  
   
Figure 8 14/0.20  
100m Reel, White 
CMF8140201

Shielded 2 Pair 8723 Equivalent
305m Box, Grey
CM87234C1305    
  
Figure 8 24/0.20
100m  Reel White 
CMF8240201  

Cat5e 305m Box, Grey
CMCAT5EGY 

Cat5e 305m Box, Orange
CMCAT5EOR

Cat5e 305m Box, Blue
CMCAT5E

Cat5e 305m Box, Green
CMCAT5EGN  
 
Cat5e 305m Box, Purple
CMCAT5EP  
  
Cat5e 305m Box, Yellow
CMCAT5EY   

Cat6 305m Box, Grey
CMCAT6GY 

Cat6 305m Box, Orange
CMCAT6OR

Cat6 305m Box, Blue
CMCAT6

Cat6 305m Box, Green
CMCAT6GN

Cat6 305m Box, Purple
CMCAT6P

Cat6 305m Box, Yellow
CMCAT6Y  

Dynamic Cable 
Solutions 

Electronic Security

NEW
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Electronic Security

The VIGILATE smart security system features fast Bluetooth 
pairing technology, ready to arm (Door/ Window Sensor status 
before arm), smart following and timed tasks. 

Users can freely control the system, watch live video, or set 
lamps to come on when someone comes home, using the 
VIGILATE Control App available for iOS and Android . 

The VIGILATE system also supports smart devices like IP 
cameras and smart bulbs. 

compact and wireless 
Smart security system 
for residential installations

Intuitive User Interface

Low Latency between panel  
and cloud server

Globally Control wherever you are

Instant alerts with 3 kinds of push 
notifications

Real-time monitoring of device status 

The VIGILATE Control app turns your security system 
into one easy-to-manage device. Arm or Disarm the 
system with a few taps. Switch on lights before you get 
home via Timed Task. Get instant notifications wherever 
you are at any time.

Only a tap
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SALTO introduces the new XS4 Original+  
with impressive smart access features  
Featuring a sleek design, the XS4 Original+ is an advanced smart locking system  
delivering next-generation access control technology in a market-proven solution. 

SALTO has introduced the XS4 Original+, the next generation of the world’s most flexible and reliable smart locking solution that features a beautiful design 

and sleek flat reader. The new SALTO XS4 Original+ takes the trusted and proven XS4 Original electronic lock product family and incorporates the latest 

technology to accommodate access control needs of both today and tomorrow. 

 

“Our customers, partners, and users rely on the XS4 every day, which is why we’ve made XS4 Original+ more powerful, capable, and redefined to elevate any 

door’s security and management,” said Marc Handels, SALTO Systems Chief Technology Officer (CTO). “When you have an excellent product like the SALTO XS4 

Original electronic lock that has withstood both the test of time and technology, it makes sense to improve upon what is already working very well.” 

Every type of access 

 

Easy to install and retrofit, the SALTO XS4 Original+ works with Australian, ANSI, Euro and DIN door industry standards. Universally compatible, it can replace 

your existing door hardware and fits any door with unlimited model options. With the largest variety of handles and finishes on the market, the SALTO solution 

also allows your customers to get the look they want in their building. 

To get started with SALTO, LSC can help you with pre-sales support to system implementation – just ask.
 

TRUSTED 
BRAND

Available noW
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SALTO Online Certification for 
Salto Virtual Network (SVN) 
 

LSC has created an online, self-paced, SALTO certification program  
for the SVN platform. 

It is designed for new and existing dealers alike with quizzes along 
the way and a test prior to completion. You will finish with an overall 
understanding on how SVN works, how to conduct site surveys, provide 
accurate quotes and basic system setup. The best part is you will be 
recognised as an approved SALTO SVN dealer and receive the benefits 
that come along with this. 
 
Whether you are looking to learn SALTO from entry level or to expand 
your knowledge on newer technology advancements such as BLUEnet 
and SVN-Flex, this program is perfect for you. 

*All attendees must have access to a Flight Case for the training. 
 
Please contact your local LSC Account Manager for further details. 

NEWS AND  
EVENTS

TRUSTED 
BRANDS
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                                   LSC’s Distribution Centre celebrateS  
    10 Years of customer service 

                                                          In 2010 LSC was under enormous pressure for space at our traditional North Melbourne headquarters.  
We’d rented some buildings in the streets around us, but it had become inefficient and hard to manage stock.  
With the business growing, we needed more space.  

A new site, approximately 8km to the west was selected and construction commenced on a large, purpose built, modern distribution facility. 
The site was close to the port of Melbourne, large freeways, and was easily accessible to the largest freight and logistics hubs to the west  
and north of the city.  

In 2011 construction was under way, and the 5000m2 facility was ready by the end of the year. Racking, IT systems, phones, network, power, 
warehouse equipment and most importantly stock began to arrive from October. By Christmas it was ready to go. The first orders went out on 
Monday 16th January 2012. 
 

Today, LSC’s Distribution Centre is the Home of Complete Security Solutions. We’ve got you covered with Australian Made and the world’s finest 
products for all kinds of security.  

Our DC is the production hub for personalised products, with fobs, credentials, keys, padlocks and other items made for your business and usually 
turned around the same day. Our TSU team repair and service machinery and equipment in-house. Our Electronic Security team have a dedicated 
testing and proving facility to put new products through their paces.  

We’ve got thousands of specialist security products on the shelf and ready to ship. Our integrated warehouse management system directs 
electronic order picking by barcode, and is highly automated for efficiency. A typical day involves multiple pallets in and out, and hundreds of 
cartons and satchels dispatched Australia wide.  

Celebration



Salto XS4 
Original+
Next-generation access 
control technology in a 
proven market solution. 

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Product features and pricing in this newsletter are subject to change without notice. Special promotional prices advertised here are for the month the newsletter has been published. However, some offers may commence 
on or extend beyond the promotional period. Most products have been photographed in-house and are identical to what you will receive. Information presented in this newsletter has been checked and is believed to be 
correct at the time of printing, however, errors and omissions may occur. LSC can not guarantee prices, specifications, or features of products that may change after printing.

TRUSTED 
BRAND

SALTO introduces the new XS4 Original+,  
delivering breakthrough innovation, 
redefined design, and a powerhouse chip 
with impressive smart access features.  

TECHNOLOGY
Reliable mobile access control with scalable 

standalone networked, wireless online, 

and cloud-based technology and endless 

integration capabilities. 

CONNECTIVITY
Keyless, mobile, contactless, and convenient 

- based on BLUEnet connectivity, and SVN 

data-on-card proven technology. 

DESIGN
Easy retrofitting. These solutions make 

smart access to any door possible. Evolution 

of the XS4 Original series, based on the 

same proven housing and versatile model 

options. 

SECURITY
Latest innovation in security, connectivity, 

and design. Defining the standards of 

keyless smart access. Tested to ensure it 

meets the highest standards set by the 

security industry. 


